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Plasma polymers create uniform coatings.  

Here, methyl methacrylate is plasma-

polymerized to coat nanotrenches.
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Traditional batteries have 2D architectures . . . . . .Which don’t work on the microscale

•This film battery needs 100x more area to power this sensor for a day.

•Increasing the thickness would slow charge/discharge rates.
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Instead we are building in 3D

A polyethyene oxide (PEO)-like coating is the target electrolyte.  Plasma 

polymers are synthesized by crosslinking vapor phase oligomers.

•As battery grows upward, volume of electrode 

increases without sacrificing surface area

Films deposited ~170mm from electrodes show excellent 

ether retention, which is further improved by depositing 

in a cooler zone

Ether functionality retained!Ether functionality retained!

•They consist of an anode layer and a cathode layer 

separated by an ionic conductor which resists shorts
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I began by constructing an instrument for plasma deposition:

Deposition near electrodes decomposes the 

precursor (excessive cross-linking)

Deposition far from electrodes slows film 

growth, increasing decomposition

Using X-ray photoabsorption spectroscopy (XPS), we varied the deposition parameters to achieve PEO-like films.  

In the PEO repeat unit (O-C-C-O),  all carbon atoms are in the ether oxidation state.  We optimized the deposition 

distance, plasma power, precursor flow rate, and deposition temperature in order to retain the ether carbon 

functionality of our tetraglyme precursor.  The results for the deposition distance parameter are shown here.

Impedance of the PEO-like films was measured via 

mercury drop electrodes.  The salt-free films (as 

deposited) show insulating behavior, as required for 

a battery separator (no shorts).  

The salt-intercalated films show insulating 

(capacitive) behavior at frequencies too high for 

ionic conductivity, turning over to a constant 

impedance at lower frequencies (which becomes 

purely resistive at very low frequencies).  This 

behavior is definitive of ionic conduction through a 

dielectric material;  the films are electrolytes!

Post arrays have been made. . .

. . .And conformal coatings are needed

Our films are analyzed for chemical composition. . . 

My IGERT project, the Materials Creation and Training Program (MCTP) 

encourages trainees to design novel molecular assemblies that are the basis 

for next generation materials and devices.  As an MCTP trainee I have 

designed a process for plasma polymerization that create sconformal

electrolyte coatings from tetraglyme vapor and a lithium salt.   While high 

aspect ratio electrodes have been reported for 3D microbatteries, a 

conformal electrolyte coating for these electrodes, that both acts as a 

separator and has acceptable ionic conductivity, has not.   Therefore our 

novel coating allows for the viability of these devices.  The PEO-like 

character of these electrolytes has been optimized, and the optimization of 

ionic conductivity is underway.  Thus-far the  coatings have been optimized 

on flat substrates.  However, they are expected to be conformal over a post 

array, an analysis of which is currently ongoing.

. . .and ionic conductivity




